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DAY 1

10:45 Sochi Airport Arrival

11:30-13:30 Sochi City Panoramic Tour

13:30-15:00 Lunch a la carte

15:00-17:00 Free time in the City Center / shopping & viewing

17:30-19:30 Check-in to hotel and time at leisure

20:00-22:00 Dinner in restaurant “Kavkazskii Aul”

22:30 Return to hotel

DAY 2

10:00 Hotel departure

11:00-12:30 Sky Park Tour - longest sky bridge

12:300-14:00 Transfer to Olympic Park & Olympic Park Excursion

14:00-15:00 Lunch a la Carte

15:00-17:00 Formula 1 Tour + Sochi Auto Museum visit / optional Enterntainment Park visit

18:00 Return to hotel

19:00-20:00 Transfer for dinner (Mountain cluster)

20:00-22:00 Dinner in restaurant “Gostidze” (Mountain Cluster)

22:30 Casino Experience or return to hotel



DAY 3
09:00 Hotel departure

10:00-12:00 Jeep-tour Alpine meadows

12:30-14:30 Optional Russian Banya Experience

15:00-17:00 Lunch and free time in Kranshaya Polyana/shopping & sightseeing

18:00 Return to Hotel

19:30 Departure to dinner

20:00-22:00 Dinner in restaurant “Stariy Bazar”

22:30 Sochi Nightlife: Club or Casino visit

DAY 4
10:00 Breakfast at Hotel

12:00-13:00 Check out from Hotel and Transfer to City Mall for shopping

13:00-18:00 Shopping in City Mall and Lunch a la Carte

18:00-20:30 Dinner a la carte

20:00-21:00 Transfer to Airport

23:30 Departure from Sochi Airport



Mercure 4*

DESRIPTION: This hotel is located in the centre of Sochi, within a 2-
minute walk of the Black Sea shore and a 5-minute walk of
Festivalny Concert Hall. A fitness centre and free WiFi are provided
at Mercure Sochi Centre Hotel. During the summer season the
hotel offers an equipped beach.

Rooms here will provide you with an air conditioning, electric
kettle and flat-screen TV with satellite channels. Featuring a
shower, private bathrooms come with a hairdryer and free
toiletries. Some rooms have a sea view. Extras include a desk and
a safety deposit box.

Kruzheva Restaurant serves Russian and European cuisine, and a
variety of drinks is offered at the lobby bar.

Guests can access sauna, hammam and gym at Fit and Spa
Lounge in the neighbouring Pullman Sochi Centre.

Sochi Central Train Station is 2 km from Mercure Sochi Centre
Hotel. Adler-Sochi International Airport is 30 km away.

HOTELS
M E R C U R E  S O C H I  C E N T E R  4 *



Pullman 5*

DESRIPTION: This hotel is located in the centre of Sochi, within a 2-
minute walk of the Black Sea shore and a 5-minute walk of
Festivalny Concert Hall. An indoor and a seasonal outdoor pool, Fit
and Spa Lounge and free WiFi are provided at Pullman Sochi
Centre Hotel. During the summer season, the hotel offers an
equipped beach.

The luxurious rooms are equipped with a king size bed, a flat-
screen TV and a balcony. Complete with a fridge and minibar, the
dining area also has tea & coffee facilities. Featuring a rain shower,
private bathroom comes with a hairdryer and C.O. Bigelow
toiletries. Some rooms have a sea view. There are also a working
area, safety deposit box and laptop safe.

Sel Marin Restaurant serves Mediterranean cuisine, and a variety
of drinks is offered at the lobby bar.

The spa centre located on the 15th floor offers panoramic sea
views and a variety of beauty treatments. A sauna and a hammam
are also available for guests

HOTELS
P U L L M A N  S O C H I  C E N T E R  5 *



Krasnaya Polyana - is a popular place that offers a breathtaking
panoramic view of the magnificent West Caucasus Mountains. Prior to
the Olympic, it was rebuilt and renowated, and now it is a world-class
winter sport destination.

Krasnaya Polyana lies only 50 km from the seashore, up in the Caucasus
mountains, in the valley of the magnificent Mzymta river, and it welcomes
its visitors on an astounding journey along the highway that crosses the
breathtaking canyons and gorges.

K R A S N A Y A  P O L Y A N A
( C A S I N O  L O C A T I O N )



The Sochi Sightseeing Bus Tour includes visits to the Akhun Tower,
Stalin’s Dacha, sea promenade, Sochi seaport building, Winter
Theatre and the central shopping gallery at Navaginskoy Street.

The Observation Tower on the Akhun Mountain was built in 1936.
The tower, made of white limestone, resembles lookout towers,
which were built in the North Caucasus in the Middle Ages. The view
from the observation deck, which is almost 700m above the sea
level, is the best in the city.

The dacha for Joseph Stalin, who led the Soviet Union between the
years 1922 and 1953. Stalin’s family spent summers here, but Stalin
himself preferred to visit in autumn. In memory of the visit of Mao
Tse-tung, the founder and ideological leader of the People’s Republic
of China, the silver stationary set he gave Stalin is on display at
Stalin’s Dacha. Stalin’s custom-made writing table, and his family
photographs. The first thing visitors see on entering the ground floor
is Stalin’s wax figure at his writing table

SOCHI SIGHTSEEING
T O U R  D E S C R I P T I O N



Feel the atmosphere of the Formula 1 races with the Sochi
Autodrom tours. Professional guides will tell you about the history of
the Formula 1 races in Russia and will show you the most interesting
parts of the motorsport venue.

Your journey will start inside the Main Grandstand, then you will get
into the Sochi Autodrom paddock, where the drivers and the teams'
personnel are located, the invited guests walk and social life bustles
during the competition. The guides will also tell the guests about the
life of a driver at the circuit, how many mechanics are required to
assemble a car consisting of 8,000 components and why each team
has a chef on its staff. After a walk around the paddock, you will see
the race control - the brain centre of any motorsport competition.
Dozens of technical screens, the most accurate information about
the state of the track and every turn are spread before your eyes.
This room can only be accessed during a Sochi Autodrom tour -
during the competitions even the drivers and the members of the
teams aren't allowed to enter it. At the end of the tour the guests will
have a pit lane walk and get onto the podium, where Vladimir Putin
presented the Russian Grand Prix winners with their trophies in
2014-2018. The podium offers unrivalled views of Sochi mountain
landscapes, the start/finish straight and the Sochi Autodrom Main
Grandstand.

SOCHI AUTODROM &
AUTO SPORT MUSEUM



SkyPark A J Hackett Sochi is the only amusement park in Russia that is located at the height over
200 meters. Territory of Skypark is situated in the Sochi National Park, in Akhshtyrskoye gorge.
The longest suspension bridge (439) in the world, called SkyBridge, stretches from one side of the
gorge to the opposite one. Promenade along this bridge will be memorable and exciting, because
you admire views of snowy Caucasian Mountains from one side of the bridge and beauty of the
Black sea Coast from the other.

Those, who want to get extreme experience there are 2 platforms for bungy jumping at different
heights at extra cost: 207 m (Bungy-207) and 69 m (Bungy-69). Also you have a chance to ride the
SochiSwing (150 m) or fastest trolley “Megatrolley” (max speed 150 km/h).

SKYPARK 
T O U R  D E S C R I P T I O N



Location: Krasnaya Polyana

Duration: 2–3hours

Description: A trip to the mountains in an offroader is a great possibility to ride a UAZ
at high speed, breath in the crystal fresh mountain air and the scent of the Alpine
grass, admire the stunning mountain panoramas.
The routes pass through mountain roads around Krasnaya Polyana and are located on
the territories of the National Park and the Caucasian Natural Reserve.
Depending on the level of complexity and total length of trip we can offer several
options:
• The Achishko mountain ridge, Khmelevskiye lakes, 22 km,
• The Aishkha mountain pass, 28 km,
• The Osmanovy meadows, 30 km.

JEEP-TOUR 
T O  A L P I N E  M E A D O W S



Location: Banya Land & British Banya (two complexes) are located in
the center of Krasnaya Polyana

Description:
Banya Land complex and British Banya linked traditions of the world
and created very friendly and home atmosphere.
Banya unites 4 directions, each of which serves the same goal -
improving the physical and spiritual state of a person through direct
contact with nature and immersion in ourselves.
On the territory of Banya Land there are four SPA-bath complexes:
“Valtazar”, “Hagakure”, “Boyarskaya”, “Shamantabhadra”, “Telemama”.
Each of them has on its territory a Russian steam bath, a cold spring
water font, a Roman bath or Turkish hammam, a Japanese furo bath
and a juice bar.
Banya Land & British Banya offers 20 types of hovers, massages,
scrubs, wraps.
Music of the nature and fairy architecture will help you to extend
your limits of the common life, to feel new emotions, to relax and to
harmonize body soul and heart.

Program: Hoovers, spa programs, massages, phytobar.

RUSSIAN BATH 
E X P E R I E N C E



RESTAURANT KAVKAZSKII AUL / DAY 1

SOCHI R E S T A U R A N T S

RESTAURANT GOSTIDZE / DAY 2



SOCHI R E S T A U R A N T S

RESTAURANT STARIY BAZAR / DAY 3

RESTAURANT MAGELAN / DAY 4 - OPTIONAL



TEL: +7 499 288 2118

E-MAIL: contact@miceversa.com

WEBSITE: http://www.miceversa.com

OFFICE: Russia, Moscow, Arbat 6/2, office 87

SOCHI IS WAITING FOR YOU
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